MIIT Training Program

Industrial Energy Efficiency

Chengdu, June 16, 2015

Course Agenda

Tuesday, June 16, 2015

Opening Ceremony (Energy Saving Supervision Center of Sichuan Province and Representative from Ministry of Industry and Information Technology)

Video Study on Industry Energy Saving Supervision

Lecture: Law/regulations and the enforcement of the laws (procedure and basis) (Mr. Li Beiyuan, Senior Engineer of Energy Saving Supervision Center of Sichuan Province)

Introduction of Sino-Italian Cooperation Program and training cooperation with MIIT (PMO and VIU)

Lecture: Energy Efficiency in European Industries: policies and case Studies (A. Lorenzoni, Professor, University of Padua)

This lecturing day was part of a broader course organized by MIIT and titled “China’s Energy Saving Supervision and Administration Training Program-phase II”